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Jenny Dawson moved to Nashville to write music, not get famous. But when her latest record goes
double platinum, Jenny's suddenly one of the town's biggest stars - and the center of a tabloid
scandal connecting her with a pop star she's barely even met. With paparazzi tracking her every
move, Jenny flees to a remote mansion in Louisiana to write her next album. The only hiccup is the
unexpected presence of a brooding young caretaker named Noah, whose foul mouth and snap
judgments lead to constant bickering - and serious heat. Noah really should tell Jenny that he's
Preston Noah Maxwell Walcott, the owner of the estate where the feisty country singer has made
her spoiled self at home. But the charade gives Noah a much-needed break from his own troubles,
and before long, their verbal sparring is indistinguishable from foreplay. But as sizzling nights give
way to quiet pillow talk, Noah begins to realize that Jenny's almost as complicated as he is. To fit
into each other's lives, they'll need the courage to face their problems together before the outside
world catches up to them.
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I have a weakness for books with an enemies to lovers theme and Lauren Layne books. The two of
them together = perfection! I LOVE this book! It was funny, sweet, sexy, angsty and had dogs! I
can't recommend this book enough! I'm looking forward to reading whatever this author writes next!

I had pre-ordered this book, then forgot about it. When I got a notification "Good Girl" was in my
library, I had to read the blurb to remind myself why I even wanted this book. I can't write enough

praise for the now welcomed surprise! "Good Girl" was well written with just the right amount of
angst and sweetness I was looking for in my next read. I will definitely be reading more from this
author!

I just love anything this author writes! She is talented when she strings a group of words together! I
love her sense of humor. This story is chocked full of humor, steam and just enough angst, take it
believable. I wouldn't mind reading a story about Vaughn or Finn.

4.5 StarsJenny Dawson just needs to get away. The negative side of Hollywood is rearing it's ugly
head and it's overwhelming. Escaping to a childhood retreat, Jenny hopes to rediscover her spark
and get out of her writing slump. Hit records don't just write themselves after all.Noah Maxwell is
running away from his life, and hiding out at his newly inherited estate is just the break he needs.
When country music star and Hollywood's latest "homewrecker" contacts him to stay at the house,
he figures it's just the distraction he needs. As Noah gets to know Jenny, the less he believes in the
rumors and the more he starts to fall for her. Unfortunately, Jenny isn't the only one being less than
honest. What happens when the real world starts seeping in to their little dreamland? Are the
secrets they keep going to destroy any hopes they have for a future?My feelings about Noah were a
bit conflicted, much like the man himself. One minute he's a complete and total jerk whose face I
wanted to punch, and the next he was sweet and sexy and completely turning me on. There were
times I had difficulty moving passes just how mean and hurtful he could be but the more I read the
more I began to understand. Now, it doesn't excuse his behavior but gives reason for it. As he starts
to let down his walls we get glimpses of the charming and kind man underneath. He went through
quite a change throughout the story and I really loved watching his development.Jenny also went
through her own changes, although different from Noah's, they were just as profound. Jenny was
genuine, sweet, and thoughtful. While she was a strong and independent person, she wasn't
necessarily the most self assured. Throughout the story we see her gain so much self confidence, it
was wonderful.The sexual tension between these two was off the charts. One minute they want to
strangle one another and the next they want to rip each others clothes off! It was hot. On top of that,
Layne wove in a sweet and passionate romance.Layne delivers a wonderfully written and utterly
captivating story.

Man I love books by Lauren Layne. This book was a great one too. She just pours her heart into
these stories. As youread you feel you are part of the story. This book is abouta young woman who

has just made it big in country music. And she poses for a picture with the wrong guy. Then allhell
breaks loose. Leave it to Freakin gossip to blow thingsout of proportion and soon she is branded a
harlot. And hasnot done anything more than pose for a picture, but insteadof facing her problem she
runs to a small town in Louisiana.A spot from her youth she hopes will help her get back to her
roots. But enter that Ass Noah Maxwell or Preston what evehe wants to call himself. But all he sees
is the spoiled diva.What an Ass. He cannot see that she is not the same person that the tabloids
have named her as. If he would just seeher for the woman she is and not the harlot the tabloidshave
branded her.Now before I ruin this for you I will leave off here. I hope you enjoy this book as much
as I did. If you do like this book,please consider leaving a review. The Authors really like itwhen you
do; they value your opinions too.

I breezed through this book because it was just so freaking intoxicating! Good Girl was unlike
anything I've read in a long, LONG time, and I think I know why. With most leading ladies, I get a
read on them and predict what they're going to do, how they're going to act, etc. With THIS beautiful
country star, I was totally caught off guard. I liked her. Then I didn't. Then I liked her. Then I didn't.
Then I loved her. And I KEPT loving her until the very end. I don't have a lot to say about this book
purely because it's just... it's a happy read. It made me immensely happy. It lifted my spirit and
slapped a smile on my face that stayed for days. A good love story will do that to you, and Good Girl
was BEYOND good.And can I just say... those lyrics?Holy cow, Lauren.Beautiful.Absolutely
beautiful.

This was such a quick and enjoyable read. I laughed and swooned throughout the entire book!
Seriously, the perfect mix of fun, sweet and steam! I immediately liked Jenny and this book was a
rare instance in a contemporary romance where I never felt that she did something stupid or there
was a miscommunication that led to conflict. Noah, he did do something stupid but it was refreshing
for the entire wrong to be on the guy in this book rather than just one massive miscommunication
that resulted in drama. I would say this was relatively free of drama as well. I also loved and thought
it was kind of cool that this book employed one of my favorite tropes in a unique way -- the
"stranded" trope (usually in a cabin in the snow or on an island) but, here, they were both in this
dilapidated mansion with only each other for company (largely). There was definitely a little bit of
enemies to lovers in the best possible way. I'm not a big country music fan but this turned the
stereotype on its head and I think you'd love this even more if you were a fan of country music.
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